Introduction {#S0001}
============

Under the influence of the sleep-wake regulation, the human psychological and physiological functions fluctuate with the time in one day,[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0004] which refers to time-of-day effect. This effect has been observed in many cognitive domains, including attention, working memory, inhibition control, as well as risky decision making. Byrne and Murray found that people typically exhibit a higher risk propensity in the afternoon; for example, in a study applied the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART), participants pumped more in the afternoon than in the morning and evening.[@CIT0005] Similarly, larks chronotype individuals distinguished by clock-related genes (PER3, NR1D2) have been found to be more adventurous in the afternoon than in the morning.[@CIT0006]

Previous research about the time-of-day effect has primarily focused on risk preference. However, risky decision making is a complex behavior. The reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST) posits that the likelihood of risky behavior is affected by the sensitivity to reward (positive feedback) and punishment (negative feedback), and such feedback may differentially affect the subsequent decision.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] Individuals tend to become more conservative when a previous decision caused loss during risk-taking.[@CIT0009] People may adjust a current decision according to the outcome of the previous choice, which is known as the feedback learning effect of risk-taking.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0009] However, no research has explored the effect of time-of-day on feedback learning effect during risk-taking.

Inhibitory control is one of the core executive functions, which assists people to resist the distraction or lure of irrelevant information.[@CIT0010] Yoon and colleagues proposed that cognitive function altered between peak time and off-peak time and optimal functioning occurring at peak relative to off-peak times, which may be due to impaired inhibitory control.[@CIT0011] Individuals with impaired inhibitory control at off-peak time were difficult or unable to resist the distraction of irrelevant information, which cause undesirable or inappropriate responses. In line with this perspective, Kouchaki and Smith observed that compared to the morning, individuals acted more unethically in the afternoon when self-control (one core aspect of inhibitory control) was too low to resist the temptation to perform unethical but self-profiting behavior.[@CIT0012] Similar results were observed in the study of the time-of-day effect on implicit memory and problem-solving.[@CIT0013],[@CIT0014] Furthermore, other studies revealed that a higher risk tendency was associated with impaired inhibitory control.[@CIT0015]--[@CIT0018] Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that the alteration of risky decision making was modulated by the impaired inhibitory control in the afternoon, because people may find it relatively difficult to resist the impulsivity associated with gain or reward.

The present study is aimed to explore the effect of time-of-day on risky decision making, as well as the feedback learning effect of risk decision-making, and to examine the potential relationship between risk-taking and inhibition control under the regulation of time-of-day effect. We used the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) to measure the risk-taking.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0019],[@CIT0020] The BART provided multiple indexes to assess the risky decision making, not only the risk preference but also the feedback learning effect of learning during risk-taking. In detail, the number of balloon pumps in non-exploded balloons and the number of explosions reflect the risk preference, total gains reflect the performance of task, and the average number of pumps after exploded balloons or unexploded balloons (win or loss) reflect the feedback learning effects.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0021] Meanwhile, we used the Go/no-go task (GNG) to measure the performance of inhibitory control.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023] The Go/no-go task required individuals to inhibit the prepotent response when the target stimulus appears, which widely applied to measure the inhibitory control function.[@CIT0011] Importantly, because of the interaction effect of chronotypes and time-of-day on risky behavior,[@CIT0006] we recruited individuals neither an extreme morning type nor an extreme evening type and adopted a within-participants design to avoid the potential confounding influence of individual differences.

Based on the previous studies, the hypotheses of the present study were as follows. First, we posited that risky decision making and inhibitory control fluctuated across a day. Individuals showed higher risk propensity and lower inhibitory control in the afternoon compared to in the morning. Second, the change of risky decision making during a day might be related to the alteration of inhibitory control.

Participants and Methods {#S0002}
========================

Participants {#S0002-S2001}
------------

Twenty-eight participants (11 males, aged from 18 to 28 years, BMI from 16.53 to 23.37) were included in the study. All participates were right-handed and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were assessed by a structural screening questionnaire, consisting with a series of questions about their demographic information, sleep, and health history. The questions included (1) age and gender, (2) left or right-handed, (3) height and weight, (4) normal sleep hours and duration during weekdays and weekends, (5) habits of smoking, alcohol, and caffeine intake, (6) history of shift work and trans-meridian travel, and (7) history of physical, psychiatric, and sleep-related disorders. All participants in the current study reported having no history of physical, psychiatric, and sleep-related disorders. They were non-smokers and were not addicted to caffeine or alcohol. They could not have shift work, transmeridian travel within the three months preceding the experiment. They were required to keep habitually good sleep, such as falling asleep no later than 12:00 am at the midnight, waking up no later than 8:00 am, and regularly having 7--9 hours of sleep every night for 2 weeks preceding the study, as verified by sleep diaries (mean sleep duration of all the participants was 7.93±0.38 hours/day, for detail, see [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). They were also instructed not to consume any beverages or foods with caffeine such as coffee and tea, within 48 hours prior to the experiment. The study was conducted in accordance with the international ethical standards for biological rhythm research[@CIT0024] and the Declaration of Helsinki (BMJ 1991; 302: 1194). This study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the South China Normal University (of the principal investigator N.M.). Each participant provided written informed consent, they were paid certain money after finishing the study.Table 1The Averaging Results of Sleep Dairy from Two Weeks Preceding the StudyDay 1Day 2Day 3Day 4Day 5Day 6Day7Sleeping time23:54 ± 0.3923:52 ± 0.3923:54 ± 0.3323.46 ± 0.4323:45 ± 0.3323:48 ± 0.4023:50 ± 0.36Waking time7:46 ± 0.647:48 ± 0.627:44 ± 0.617:45 ± 0.607:50 ± 0.577:45 ± 0.567:46 ± 0.50Sleep duration (h)7.87 ± 0.557.93 ± 0.517.85 ± 0.597.98 ± 0.548.07 ± 0.577.96 ± 0.577.93 ± 0.45Day 8Day 9Day 10Day 11Day 12Day 13Day14Sleeping time23:53 ± 0.3723:54 ± 0.3923:49 ± 0.4023:53 ± 0.4423:49 ± 0.3823:49 ± 0.4623:49 ± 0.36Waking time7:51 ± 0.527:47 ± 0.507:45 ± 0.517:49 ± 0.507:52 ± 0.527:38 ± 0.447:43 ± 0.51Sleep duration (h)7.96 ± 0.577.88 ± 0.477.92 ± 0.517.93 ± 0.528.05 ± 0.477.83 ± 0.527.90 ± 0.38[^1]

To measure individuals' chronotype, we used the Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ).[@CIT0025] Extreme morning type and evening type individuals were excluded. The scores of the participants in the present study were controlled between 30 and 70.[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026]

Materials {#S0002-S2002}
---------

### Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) {#S0002-S2002-S3001}

To measure risk-taking behavior, the BART was used.[@CIT0020] In this task, participants were instructed to inflate a balloon on the screen by pressing the button of "pump" to inflate a balloon or pressing the button of "collect" to stop and collect money. The balloon gets bigger, more points will be collected. But the possibility of the explosion would be higher as pumping more times. Participants can collect the coins of the balloon before the explosion, and lose the coins if balloon bursts. After the experiment, total gains would be converted into cash and paid to the participants (see [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART).

Participants were instructed to pump 45 balloons and the task was self-paced. Considering the potential influence of fatigue (especially during the afternoon session) and keeping the similar duration with GNG task, the maximum number of inflation for each balloon was adapted to 16. Every 1 point could be earned by each successful pump and the explode threshold for each trial was determined randomly from a uniform distribution. Therefore, the probability of burst for a balloon on a given number of pumps is equal to "1/(16-number of pumps)". The reward value corresponding to each balloon and the total earning during the task were explicitly displayed, but the probability of explosion was blinded to participants. The indexes of this task include the adjusted average number of pumps (no bursted balloons), the number of explosive balloons, total gains, the average number of pumps of no bursted balloons immediately after a positive feedback (gain trial) or a negative feedback (loss trial).

### Go/No-Go Task (GNG) {#S0002-S2002-S3002}

We applied the Go/no-go task to measure inhibitory control. In this task, participants were asked to respond as quickly as possible to the target stimuli ("go" stimuli), and to make no response to the non-target stimuli ("no-go" stimuli). There was a total of 120 trials in two test blocks during each test session (morning or afternoon), and each block included 45 go trials and 15 No-go trials. We used "A" and "O" as the stimuli, and these two letters as target stimuli and non-target stimuli alternately in the two blocks, respectively. The sequence of the two blocks was counterbalanced between participants and conditions (see [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). There was a clear instruction before each test block about the Go and No-go letter. The indexes of the GNG task include mean reaction time of Go trials, hit rate (the number of correct hits on go trials), and false alarm rate (the number of incorrect hits on no-go trials).Figure 2Go/no-go Task (GNG) task.**Note:** The order of task 1 and task 2 was counter-balanced between different participants and sessions.

Subjective Sleepiness Rating and Objective Vigilant Performance {#S0002-S2003}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We measured the subjective sleepiness and objective alerting performance to control the potential confounding influence of the sleepiness on risky decision making. To measure subjective sleepiness, we used the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS)[@CIT0027] to evaluate participants' sleepiness from morning to afternoon. The KSS is a 1-item visual analogue scale, scored using a 10-point response range, from 1 (extreme alertness), to 5 (neither alertness nor sleepiness), to 10 (extreme sleepiness).

A 10-min version of the Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT)[@CIT0028] was used to test the vigilance of participants in the present study. The PVT is sensitive to sleep loss and circadian rhythmicity[@CIT0029],[@CIT0030] and free of practice effects.[@CIT0031],[@CIT0032] In this task, participants were asked to focus their attention on a red, rectangular box in the middle of a black screen, and to monitor that space for the appearance of a millisecond counter, which appeared at random intervals ranging from 2 s to 10 s. They were instructed to stop the counter as soon as possible by pressing a specified button, after which they would be able to view their reaction time (see [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Participants were also instructed to avoid anticipating the stimuli so as not to register "false starts" or responses when no stimulus was present on the screen. The indexes of PVT included reaction time and number of lapses (reaction time longer than 500 ms).Figure 3Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT) task.

Experimental Procedure {#S0002-S2004}
----------------------

Participants arrived at the laboratory around 8:00 am to adapt to the environment of the lab for 1 h. The laboratory was kept at a constant temperature (26°C) and constant light (50 lux) to alleviate the confounding influences to on participants' circadian rhythm.[@CIT0004] Participants completed the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale, PVT, GNG task and BART twice, at 9 am and 3 pm, respectively (see [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). As the 10-min PVT may induce mild fatigue, after the PVT, participants allowed to have 3--5 min rest before doing the GNG and BART tasks. Participants could not leave the laboratory, use smartphone/tablet, or nap at any time until they completed the whole experiment. Between the two testing sessions, participants were allowed to talk with the experimenters, read books, and to have lunch at 12:00 at noon. To control for other confounding factors, such as physical activity, the participants allowed to have limited activity in the lab. To avoid the learning effect of Go/No-go task,[@CIT0033] under the supervision of experimenters, participants practiced the Go/No-go task for at least eight times on the two days prior to the experimental day in the same lab where the experiment conducted. The letters in the Go/No-go task during practice sessions were different with the letters during the experimental day. As suggested by White and colleagues,[@CIT0034] the BART has a good test--retest reliability across multiple test sessions. In our study, we provided the instructions for the BART to participants prior to the experiment day, and let them try a few trials to experience both win and loss with respect to pumping the balloons.Figure 4Experimental design and procedure.

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2005}
--------------------

Data were analyzed using SPSS 18.0 software for Windows. The Paired t-tests were performed to compare the time-of-day differences regarding the performances of the BART, PVT, GNG tasks, and the subjective sleepiness rating. The Pearson correlation was performed to explore the relationship between risk-taking behavior- and inhibitory control.

Results {#S0003}
=======

The Time-of-Day Effects of Subjective Sleepiness and Objective Vigilant Performance {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There was no significant time-of-day effect with regard to both subjective sleepiness (*t*(27) = −1.904, *p* = 0.068, Cohen's d = −0.36, see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}) and objective vigilance, as mean PVT reaction time (*t*(27) = −0.577, *p* = 0.569, Cohen's d = −0.109), and the number of lapses (*t*(27) = −1.07, *p* = 0.294, Cohen's d = −0.202, see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Descriptive StatisticsMorning (M ± SD)Afternoon (M ± SD)t-valuep-valueCohen's dBART Adjusted average number of pumps on unexploded balloons6.06 ± 1.166.42 ± 1.41−2.135\*0.042−0.404 Number of explosions (Loss number)17.36 ± 3.7316.89 ± 4.620.7620.4530.144 Total gains164.00 ± 18.10174.29 ± 13.85−2.871\*\*0.008−0.543 Negative feedback5.79 ± 1.566.24 ± 1.68−2.741\*0.011−0.518 Positive feedback6.23 ± 1.096.48 ± 1.36−1.2080.237−0.228Go no-go Go trials reaction time (ms)393.54 ± 36.44391.25 ± 36.020.0670.9470.013 Go trials hit rate0.98 ± 0.040.99 ± 0.02−0.5540.584−0.105 No-go trials false alarm rate0.13 ± 0.090.18 ± 0.10−2.989\*\*0.006−0.565 D prime3.53 ± 0.593.30 ± 0.571.9770.0580.374Sleepiness and vigilance Sleepiness4.93 ± 1.215.39 ± 0.88−1.9040.068−0.360 PVT reaction time (ms)332.13 ± 21.61334.14 ± 25.04−0.5770.569−0.109 PVT lapses2.75 ± 2.463.25 ± 4.06−1.0700.294−0.202[^2]

The Time-of-Day Effect of the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) {#S0003-S2002}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The paired *t*-test results showed significant time-of-day effects on the adjusted average number of pumps on unexploded balloons (*t*(27) = −2.135, *p* = 0.042, Cohen's d =−0.404, see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 5A](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}), and the adjusted average number of pumps on unexploded balloons in the afternoon (M=6.42, SD=1.41) were significantly more than in the morning (M=6.06, SD=1.16). There was also time-of-day effect on total gains (*t*(27) = −2.871, *p* = 0.008, Cohen's d = −0.543, see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 5B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}), participants got more in the afternoon (M=174.29, SD=13.85) relative to in the morning (M=164, SD=18.1). However, there was no difference in the number of exploded balloons between the morning and afternoon sessions (*t*(27) = 0.762, *p* = 0.453, Cohen's d = 0.144).Figure 5Time-of-day effect on Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART). (**A**) The adjusted average number of pumps on unexploded balloons, (**B**) The total gains, (**C**) The adjusted average number of pumps after negative feedback. \**p\<*0.05, \*\**p\<*0.01.

Furthermore, we calculated the average number of pumps after exploded balloons and unexploded balloons, representing the positive feedback condition (reactivity to wins) and the negative feedback condition (reactivity to losses) respectively. The paired *t*-test results showed significant time-of day-effects on the average number of unexploded pumps after negative feedback (*t*(27) = −2.741, *p*=0.011, Cohen's d = −0.518, see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 5C](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). The number of pumps was significantly higher in the afternoon (M=6.24, SD=1.68) than in the morning (M=5.79, SD=1.56). However, no significant time-of-day effects were observed in relation to the positive feedback condition (*t* (27) = −1.208, *p* = 0.237, Cohen's d = −0.228).

The Time-of-Day Effect of Go/No-Go Task {#S0003-S2003}
---------------------------------------

The paired *t*-test results showed no significant time-of-day effects on the reaction time and hit rate (*t* (27) = −0.067, *p* = 0.947, Cohen's d = 0.013; *t* (27) = −0.554, *p* = 0.584, Cohen's d = −0.105, see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). The results for the false alarm rates did show significant differences between the morning and the afternoon sessions (*t* (27) = −2.989, *p* = 0.006, Cohen's d = −0.565, see [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}), with the rate being lower in the afternoon (M=0.82, SD=0.10) than in the morning (M=0.87, SD=0.09). Additionally, we calculated d prime, an index of sensitivity discrimination that indicates the ability to distinguish signals (go trials) from noise (No go trials). However, the analysis did not reveal any significant time-of-day effects (*t* (27) = 1.977, *p* = 0.058, Cohen's d = 0.374).Figure 6Time-of-day effect on No-go trials false rate which reflects the level of inhibitory control in Go/no-go task. \*\**p\<*0.01.

The relationship between risky decision making and inhibition control under the regulation of the time-of-day effects

We used the delta score ("the index score in the afternoon" minus "the index score in the morning") to measure the time-of-day effect of risky decision making and inhibitory control. To explore the relationship between risky decision making and inhibitory control under the regulation of the time-of-day effects, we applied Pearson correlations to the delta score of the BART and Go/no-go task. The results showed that risky decision making was not correlated with inhibitory control (see [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}).Table 3The Correlation Between the Time-of-Day Effects on Risky Decision Making and Inhibitory ControlVariables (Delta Scores)12345671. Adjusted average pumps12. Explosions0.727\*\*\*13.Total gains0.209−0.468\*\*14.Positive feedback0.929\*\*\*0.735\*\*\*0.0935.Negative feedback0.803\*\*\*0.543\*\*0.2456.No-go false alarm rate−0.044−0.0170.0120.072−0.429\*17.D prime0.033−0.1680.2870.2410.498\*\*0.490\*\*1[^3]

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

This study aimed to examine the time-of-day effect (9 am and 3 pm) on risky decision making (measured using the BART) and inhibitory control (measured using the Go/no-go task) simultaneously with intermediate chronotype individuals. In line with our hypothesis, participants performed higher risk propensity and insensitivity to negative feedback (loss) and showed lower inhibitory control in the afternoon. However, the results failed to reveal a significant correlation between the diurnal change of inhibitory control and risk-taking. The present study indicated that both risky decision making and inhibitory control are regulated by the time-of-day effect, but these two psychological processes may be relatively independent under the regulation of time-of-day.

According to the reinforcement sensitivity theory, the likelihood of risky behavior was modulated by the sensitivity to reward (gain) and punishment (loss).[@CIT0008] Generally, people were more sensitive to loss than reward.[@CIT0009] To examine this postulation in the context of the present study, we further explored the time-of-day effect on the feedback learning effect of risk-taking. The current results demonstrated that compared with in the morning, individuals pumped more times under the negative feedback condition in the afternoon, but no difference under the positive feedback condition. The higher number of pumps following negative feedback might reflect that individuals did not have the same level of sensitivity to loss in the afternoon as they did in the morning, and they might not make the risky decision based on the preceding feedback.

In line with our expectation, inhibitory control in the Go/no-go task was reduced when the risk propensity was higher in the afternoon. The findings were consistent with previous studies about the time-of-day effect on inhibitory control.[@CIT0035]--[@CIT0037] Our results partially support the viewpoints of Yoon,[@CIT0010] that changes in cognitive function at off-peak time is due to impaired inhibitory control. Unfortunately, we did not find any significant relationship between the time-of-day effect on risky decision making and inhibitory control.

As Frings suggested, after prolonged waking times, people may desire greater gains but be increasingly insensitive to loss and be powerless to learn from previous experiences.[@CIT0038] This idea may suggest that the diurnal changes affecting risky decision making are related to increased sleepiness along prolonged waking times. However, our study did not find any significant differences in either the subjective sleepiness or objective PVT performance between the morning and the afternoon. Based on the current results, it seems that subjective sleepiness and objective vigilance do not influence risky decision making in the afternoon. However, future study is warranted to further explore this issue, because subjective sleepiness and objective performance may exist discrepancy under certain situations.[@CIT0029]

Another explanation for the diurnal change of risk-taking may be related to the influence of the reward system. According to a dual systems model of risk-taking, the risk behavior is determined by two independent systems: the reward system and the cognitive control system.[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040] Similar to cognitive control, reward function is also modulated by the time-of-day effects. A number of studies have demonstrated that the reward function is more active in the afternoon than at other times in one day.[@CIT0041],[@CIT0042] In the present study, individuals pumped more times in the afternoon, and even after the negative feedbacks. The current finding is consistent with the study of Byrne and Murray, suggesting that people seek more rewards due to the lower potential risk and higher potential reward in the afternoon.[@CIT0006] Therefore, the higher risk preference in the afternoon may be modulated by different levels of reward-seeking across a day.

Limitation and Future Direction {#S0004-S2001}
-------------------------------

There are some limitations in the current study. First, the sample of the current study was relatively small. This may weaken the extent of the generalization with the present findings, even though the effect size of significant variables of BART and Go/no-go was acceptable. Future study may consider to use larger sample comprising morning and evening types, as well as intermediate types to examine the time-of-day effect on different cognitive functions. Second, participants completed all of the tests in one day. The morning session was consistently prior to the afternoon session, which may bring about practice effects. Although the previous study demonstrated the BART has adequate test--retest reliability,[@CIT0034] a counterbalanced order design with a larger sample of participants might help to verify the current findings. Third, we only selected two time-points with which to measure the performance of participants. It is difficult to demonstrate the variation of risk-taking in one day. In addition, the risky decision making showed a similar diurnal pattern compared with the reward function, which is at the peak in the afternoon than in the morning and evening.[@CIT0041] Future studies should adopt more time-points and combine risk-taking with reward seeking, for instance, measuring performance at 12-h phase differences to account for the circadian effects of risk taking. Finally, we only used behavioral tasks to measure the relationship between risky decision making and inhibitory control under the effect of time-of-day, which may hide the potential relevancy of risky decision making and inhibitory control. In the future, researchers may consider combining with neurophysiologic techniques, such as fMRI and EEG, to better explore the time-of-day effects on risky decision making and inhibitory control.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

In the present study, we found that the time-of-day effect regulated risky decision making and inhibitory control. Individuals act with higher risk preference, less sensitivity to loss as negative feedback, and lower inhibitory control in the afternoon compared to in the morning. Furthermore, the alteration of risky decision making was not caused by the impaired inhibitory control in the afternoon, which suggests that the effects of time-of-day on risk propensity and inhibitory control may be relatively independent. Future studies may consider combining the reward function with neuroimaging methods to explore the diurnal variations of risky decision making. The current findings extend the understanding of the time-of-day effect on risky decision making and suggest that individuals may consider their optimal time when making an important decision since the time-of-day effect regulates decision-making behavior.
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[^1]: **Note:** Mean ± SD.

[^2]: **Note:** \**p*\<0.05, \*\**p*\<0.01.

[^3]: **Notes:** The table showed no relationship between the change of BART (1--5) and other indexes (6--7) variation. Delta score = "index score in the afternoon" minus "index score in the morning"; Adjusted average pumps = Adjusted average number of pumps on unexploded balloons, Explosions = Number of explosions, Negative feedback = Average number of pumps after exploded balloons, Positive feedback =Average number of pumps after the unexploded balloon. \**p*\<0.05, \*\**p*\<0.01, \*\*\**p*\<0.001.
